
                                        “Nobody goes to a place 
                                          they don’t know about” 

                                                       & 
                                    “More people go to a place 

                that invites them” 
 
 

Source Map clients know this and participate in the best value in coordinated, co-op, PRINT and an 
INTERNET, MAJOR-SPORT, TIE-IN PROMOTION designed to introduce and motivate Baseball 
Fans to visit their Attraction / Destination. 
 

Why It Works 
IMAGE 
Since 1986, Source Map’s famous BASEBALL STADIUMS ArtMap™ has established the highest 
quality image for North American Baseball.  No other Baseball graphic image has been embraced 
and used by Major League Baseball, Baseball Hall of Fame, Sony Pictures, Warner Bros., FOX 
Network and published as wall map, jigsaw puzzle, coloring map and postcard. 
The BASEBALL STADIUMS ArtMap™ continues to sell on www.WorldImpressions.com for $24.95. 
 
MESSAGE CONTENT 
The BASEBALL STADIUMS ArtMap™ provides for the only “Living Trivia’ about a fan’s Baseball 
Stadiums Tour Collectable print.  Perhaps that’s why Fay Vincent, eighth Commissioner of 
Baseball 1989-92, selected the BASEBALL ArtMap™ to memorialize his history-making trek to be 
the first MLB Commissioner to see a game in each stadium in one season, and to record the 
TEAMS, the DATE, and the SCORE, in the spaces provided on the BASEBALL ArtMap™. 
Commissioner Vincent was kind to provide the Map publisher with a signed copy of the BASEBALL 
STADIUMS ArtMap™ on which he hand-recorded his historic Baseball Stadium trek. 
To date, thousands of Baseball fans continue to purchase of the BASEBALL STADIUMS ArtMap™ 
to memorialize THEIR travels across North America attempting to duplicate Fay Vincent’s epic 
Baseball Stadium Adventure tour. 
 
DISTRIBUTION 
Advertising is only as good as it’s distribution.  
Source Map does not offer “Pay & Pray” advertising. You know; advertising that goes “who-knows-
where”, while you “pray” that someone actually sees it and comes to visit you. 
Source Map offers 100%+ REAL-PRODUCT compensation to its advertisers. 
BASEBALL STADIUMS ArtMap™ are distributed to: Hotels, Chambers of Commerce, VCB’s, 
Visitor/Information Centers, •Other attractions and destinations, Souvenir Shops, •The Internet, 
•Restaurants, Sports Bars, and many more… 
 

For ZERO-Net-Cost* advertising, Source Map can deliver a full-blown PRINT & 
INTERNET marketing promotional program that will INVITE and MOTIVATE travelers 

to visit your attraction / destination. 
 

*See Source Map’s “ZERO-Net-Cost” Program sheet in the eMedia KitTM: www.BaseballStadiumsMap.com 
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